
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Minutes – Annual General Meeting – Lac Quenouille Homeowners’ Association 
June 8, 2014 

Unofficial English Translation (in case of discrepancy, the French version is official): Note that extracts from official 
documents have NOT been translated. 

 
1. Introduction of board members: Guy Charbonneau introduced and welcomed the Association board members (Guy 

Charbonneau, président; Pierre Tardivel,  vice-président; Lorraine Meunier, trésorière; Louise Bouthillier, secrétaire; 
Michel Galataud, Benoit Huet et Steven Nadler, conseillers; Alain Jolicoeur, substitut) . faHe also expressed his hope that 
discussions would be civil, as numerous issues are presently the subjects of debate in the various municipalities. 

 
2. Quorum and notice of meeting (Louise): 82 people were present, of which 59 were registered as members on the day of 

the meeting. 
 
3. Approval of Agenda (Louise): Two items were added to the agenda sent out with the invitation to the meeting: 

 
a)  Plans by VDL to enact regulations to prohibit certain watercraft on the lake (Marie-José Pépin Dubreuil, seconded by 
Gilles Beaulieu): reaction to the motion adopted by VDL council on April 26 (see below): 

 
b) Steps to control Eurasian Water Milfoil (Daniel Charron, seconded by Alain Jolicoeur) 

 
Approval of the amended agenda was proposed by Louise Bouthillier, seconded by Lorraine Meunier 

 
4. Welcome from Mme Marie Desroches, director of the P’tit Bonheur Outdoor Recreation Centre: Mme Desroches 

highlighted new activities being offered this year. The auberge received, in 2013, an award of excellence, for programming, 
awarded by the Camp Association of Quebec. This was in recognition of the SNAP 1 program providing outdoor 
activities for overweight children as well as workshops by specialists in nutrition, and development of self esteem and 
motivation. This camp, targeting 8-16 year olds, will again be offered in 2014. There was an 18% increase in the  number 
of campers in 2013. This year, cooking classes will be offered, and a kitchen workshop was designed for this purpose. 
Four-day camps will be offered for 5 year olds. Day camps will continue as in the past. Two new programs will be offered 
to campers: a triathlon camp for 10-13 year olds, and a “gluten-free” camp for 6-13 year olds (in collaboration with the 
Quebec Foundation for Celiac Disease). Major renovations were made to the Youth Pavilion. A “Splash Zone” with a 
water slide is being constructed. Adult programs are also offered: The “Back to Basics” camp, in autumn and winter, will 
provide “digital detox”. There is also opportunity for use of the Youth Pavilion by independent adult groups. For more 
information, see their web site: http://www.ptitbonheur.com/ 

 
5. Approval of minutes from last annual General Meeting, June 2, 2013 (M. Galataud): Linda Loranger indicated that the 

statement in Item 15 indicating “the waterski course was not legal because it was installed without the necessary approval 
by Transport Canada” is not true. M. Galataud indicated that because of the tense used in the minutes, and the need for 
minutes to reflect what was said by the member who issued the statement, the minutes could not be changed. But the 
Board would seek verification of this statement. The minutes were approved without change, proposed by Danial 
Charron, seconded by Alain Jolicoeur. 

 
6. Business arising (P.Tardivel): Following the proposal made by members of the association last year, the Board did follow 

up with the requested communications concerning various issues, with the various municipalities. These issues are on this 
year’s meeting agenda and will be reviewed later in this meeting. 

 
7. Presentation of the Lake Master Plan and Code of Ethics for lac Quenouille (M. Galataud): M. Galataud reviewed 

the process followed to create the Master Plan and a Code of Ethics for the lake, by the 3 municipalities (VDL, LS, SA). 



Public consultation took place, with 40-50 lakeside owners taking part. Members were reminded that the code of ethics is 
not a “Regulation”, but is based on some common sense principles. The Master Plan is a 95 page document. It includes 
the Code of Ethics, and a year by year action plan. It can be found on the VDL web site: 
http://municipalite.val-des-lacs.qc.ca/images/documents/Environnement/Plan_directeur_lac_Quenouille.pdf 
 
Mr. Delisle, mayor of VDL, invited citizens of VDL to get a hard copy of this plan at City Hall (contact Mme Corinne 
Beaulieu). Mme St-Laurent, mayor of LS, and M. Mackenzie, representative of SA, will arrange to have these documents 
available on their towns’ web sites as well. 

 
8. Major Issues for the Lake, involving the municipalities 
 

1) Lac Quenouille Management Committee (G. Charbonneau, P. Tardivel): P. Tardivel indicated that this committee was 
created, following the last elections, by M. Delisle, mayor of VDL, in collaboration with the mayors of LS and SA. 
This committee replaces the Lac Quenouille Consultation Group. Two members of the Board of the APLQ, plus a 
representative of each municipality, will have consulting but not decision-making roles. Most of the discussions 
envisioned pertain to the health of the lake. 

 
At present, no meeting agendas or minutes exist. A member asked for details concerning the committee’s decision-
making process. It was explained that each committee member can bring ideas, and if any of these receive consensus 
by the town representatives, each representative can then bring the idea to his/her municipal council, which would 
then choose whether to adopt the committee’s proposition. 

 
Mme  St-Laurent, mayor of LS, stated that issues would relate to the Master Plan, and the 10 initial priorities identified 
(see Appendix 1). It was following one of the sessions that the decision was made concerning the Watercraft 
Identification Program (vignettes) to limit the number of boats having access to the lake. Each town then approved 
the proposal. Since then, meetings of the committee have become more formal, with agendas and minutes. She also 
indicated that Mr. Delisle was a member of the LS environmental consulting committee. 

 
2) Eurasian Water Milfoil (EWM) in Baie Charron: installation of buoys in 2013, plans for 2014, report of geotextile 

installation project outlined in MasterPlan (B. Huet, P. Tardivel) 
 

Benoit Huet (Board Member) showed a map of the lake indicating location of EWM, whose major concentration 
remains on Baie Charron. He indicated that EWM has likely been in the lake for at least 3-4 years, but it is only in the 
last 2 years, due to its propagation in Baie Charron, that we have paid more attention to the problem. A local expert, 
Dr. Carignan, has said that the chemistry of the water in the lake, and the abundance of certain other aquatic plants, 
could limit the spread of EWM to other parts of the lake. The Lake Master Plan recommends avoiding navigation in 
areas infested with EWM. It also suggests that a pilot project be undertaken in 2014, with support of the provincial 
government, to see if EWM can be controlled. The project could evaluate effects of a canvas to cover the EWM, 
which would limit light exposure, and hence growth, of the plant. According to various experts with whom Board 
members discussed the issue, and other information from research of documentation about EWM, there is no magic 
solution; at best one can hope to control EWM without eradicating it. The Board as a whole felt installation of a 
geotextile canvas seemed the most promising, and the soonest possible approach to take. 

 
Pierre Tardivel reviewed the Association’s difficulties in 2013 with installation of buoys around the EWM to keep 
people on the lake from navigating through the plants. A letter had been circulated to lakefront owners in Baie 
Charron to explain the situation and encourage their collaboration. However, after installation of the buoys with M. 
Beaulieu, inspector of VDL, some homeowners lodged complaints about the esthetically displeasing nature of the 
buoys, with request to limit the buoys to a single row, which provided much less blockade. The association had paid 
for half the buoys, VDL paid the balance. M. Delisle, mayor of VDL, confirmed that the appearance of the buoys was 
an issue for lakeside owners, and that fewer buoys would now be installed, and would be clearly marked appropriately. 
Mme St-Laurent, mayor of LS, underscored the importance of everyone’s collaboration, and reminded those present 
that the ultimate responsibility for managing the Master Plan resides with the MRC and the Federal Government. 

 
In September 2013, Association representatives proposed an action plan to VDL control the EWM. The plan 
envisioned installing a geotextile canvas (3600 m2 @ $2/m2 = $7200) and physically uprooting plants (carefully) with 
volunteer divers. After the November elections, a meeting to explain the plans to Mr. Delisle, the new mayor, was 
held, and then in December they met with M. Beaulieu, town inspector, delegated with the EWM file. VDL was to get 
authorization and permits from MDDEP. However, on April 4, 2014, representatives of the  Board of APLQ were 



informed that the geotextile project was cancelled, and that M. Beaulieu was charged with documenting further plans. 
On April 16, association representatives expressed the Board’s disappointment,  noting that no steps had been taken 
to obtain authorization from the MDDEP, thus making it impossible to install any geotextile canvas for Summer, 
2014. 

 
M. Charbonneau, president, recalled that VDL had arranged for uprooting of EWM plants in the fall of 2012  but 
despite this, the number of plants had increased significantly in Summer, 2013. Uprooting plants can be dangerous 
(due to possible spread of the plants), and it is important to actually remove the roots. 

 
Member comments: 

 
a) What could happen if the canvas is installed without permission of MDDEP. A town representative said the fines 

could be up to $5000. 
 

b) A resident of SA indicated that a similar request to install a canvas was made in November 2013 to MDDEP by Trout 
Lake, but permission was NOT granted. M. Mackenzie (SA council) indicated that the MRC prohibits any activity on 
the shores of lakes, unless the intervention is at a public beach. See the MRC desLaurentides policy on waterways 
management: http://www.mrclaurentides.qc.ca/wp-content/uploads/Politique-sur-la-gestion-des-cours-deau-avec-logo-V2-
16-mai-2013.pdf. 
 

c) A member from SA suggested that the town put pressure on the federal government, which has ultimate control on 
navigation issues. 
 

d) A member from VDL informed attendees about the services of Aquago (http://www.aquago.fr), a company whose 
goal is to reduce the eutrophisation and dystrophisation in lakes. The town of Lanthier is collaborating with the 
Association of Grand Lac Long with installation of machines (~$15,000 each) that mixes lake water to better 
distribute oxygen throughout the lake. Divers have just checked the effect of this process. The member was asked to 
put a representative of that association with one of our Board members to review their experience. 
 

e) A member from VDL suggested that people who navigate where EWM exists are often itinerants who do not reside 
on the lake, and suggested that steps be taken to keep these people off the lake. He also felt that the “corridors” 
outlining where to avoid EWM should be clearly marked. 
 

f) A member from VDL suggested that information concerning localization of EWM in the lake be made more obvious, 
feeling this is not the situation presently. 

 
3) Boat launch: agreement with Auberge P’tit Bonheur (APB) for summer 2014 (G. Charbonneau). In 2014, 

APB offered us 4 weekends for boat launches in the sprng, and will also provide similar access this fall. M. 
Charbonneau thanked Mme Desroches, director, for her support, and also for providing the conference room for this 
meeting. The dates for use of the launch are usually available on the web sites of the Association, and of VDL and LS. 

 
Comments from members: 
One member wanted to be able to repair the private launch on plage Rivest, which is in poor repair presently. M. 
Delisle (mayor VDL) said he could not undertake repair of this. He did say that there would ebentually be a municipal 
launch in VDL, on plage Laurin, so that there could be only one place at which to access the lake for boats. See 
Apendix 2 for complete text of the resolution adopted by VDL on May 26, 2014. 

 
4) Boat sticker (registration) program (free for summer 2014) See text box summarizing Apr 26/14 resolution 

by VDL town council. Full text : http://municipalite.val-des-lacs.qc.ca/images/PV/2014/26_avril_2014.pdf 
For more information see the VDL web page : http://municipalite.val-des-lacs.qc.ca/environnement/lacquenouille 

5) Sticker form: http://municipalite.val-des-
lacs.qc.ca/images/documents/Environnement/Formulaire_vignette_2014.pdf 

 
 

 
 
 



Members’ comments 
 

A member from VDL congratulated the towns for this program. A member from LS stated that at present some 
boats get onto the lake via a private launch that is not monitored or controlled. A member from LS stated that only 
VDL residents were informed of tis project. The mayor of LS and the council member from SA will make sure to 
communicate this program to their residents. At the request by a member, M. Delisle (mayor VDL) said that about 60 
stickers had been distributed so far, 27 by the APLQ, 35 by VDL. A member expressed the hope that more 
documents could be available in English. M. Nadler (Board member) explained that numeropus effiorts have and are 
being made to translate Association documents (e.g. invitations, minutes, agendas, letters). In addition requests had 
been made of the municipalities to obtain English versions of some of their documents. The Code of Ethics is 
available in both languages. The association does not have the human or financial resources to translate all documents 
on its website. Anybody who can offer volunteer translation services are mostr welcome. 

 
9. Mayoral Greetings 
 

1) J. F. Delisle, VDL: Boat sticker program adopted by all 3 municipalities. Program designed to identify boats to assure 
their use preserves the health of the lake, to limit access to the lake, and to control the physical integrity of boats on 
the lake. (See appendix) 

 
He said his intention was not to get boats off the lake. He would rather limit the number of boats by restricting access 
to residents,  by having a single municipal access site to the lake, and preventing access by non-residents who might 
use other private accesses. PLage Laurin is the best site for access since, as confirmed by the MDDEP, the water there 
is free from algae, and is deep. Also, for many years, this beach was used by around 50 lakeside dwellers who have 
right of access to the land there. Even if ch Laurin provides access to a nice beach, it is not the plan of VDL to create 
a public beach, given the crowding that might result. Lakeside owners with private access could continue to use their 
access but still will require an up to date registered sticker for their boat. He said there were 213 boats on the lake in 
2009, which he felt was too many. For 2 years there have been around 120 boats, and he felt that 120-130 boats 
should be the limit. He stated that some residents mistakenly believe they have some right of access, even though 
these access are actually more restricted. He felt that Lac Quenouille was a beautiful lake but could not support more 
than 200 motorised boats. For example, if 110 stickers are issued each year, 20 “daily” passes could be available to 
friends of lakeside owners. He felt it was important to know whoever gets on the lake, a controlled access would 
accomplish this. Stickers would be needed only for motorised boats. He indicated that inspectors (2) would be hired 
to ensure adherence to rules (speed limit, fishing permit, fishing limits, stickers, etc.). 

 
Members comments: One member felt this was a regulatory project that was essential but proposed that information 
related to it needs to be communicated clearly and fully to all lakeside owners and guests, and offenders should be 
fined. Another member expressed the view that lakeside owners with their own access could continue to use it. 

 
2) D. St-Laurent, Lac Superieur (LS) : She reminded attendees that the Lake Master Plan contains meaures to address 

invaise plants such as myriophylle (see items 89-99). The decision to postpone experimentation with a geotextile 
canvass was due to personnel changes, delay in budget approvals in VDL, the lack of budgeting by LS for this, and for 

EXTRAIT DU PROJET DE PV DE L’ASSEMBLÉE DU CONSEIL DE VDL  
RÉSOLUTION 142-04-2014 ADOPTÉE À VAL-DES-LACS LE 26 AVRIL 2014  
(VOIR LE PROCÈS-VERBAL DU 26 AVRIL SUR LE SITE DE VAL-DES-LACS)  POUR LES CONSIDÉRANT :  
• INTRODUIRE EN 2014 UNE VIGNETTE GRATUITE INCITATIVE AUX PERSONNES TRANSPORTANT LES 

EMBARCATIONS AU LAC QUENOUILLE; 
• D’ADOPTER LE FORMULAIRE (…)  AFIN QU’IL SOIT DISPONIBLE SUR LE SITE INTERNET ET À LA 

MUNICIPALITÉ POUR INSCRIRE LES PROPRIÉTAIRES DES EMBARCATIONS; 
• QU’UN RESPONSABLE DE L’ASSOCIATION SOIT DÉSIGNÉ POUR ÉMETTRE LA VIGNETTE LES 17, 18 

ET 24 MAI, 7 ET 8 JUIN 2014; 
• QUE LES MUNICIPALITÉS CONVIENNENT D’UNE MÉTHODE POUR ÉMETTRE LES VIGNETTES AUX 

PROPRIÉTAIRES RIVERAINS DURANT LE RESTE DE L’ANNÉE; 
• QUE LES MUNICIPALITÉS CONVIENNENT AVEC L’ASSOCIATION DU LAC QUENOUILLE DE 

STRATÉGIES POUR SENSIBILISER LES UTILISATEURS DU LAC QUENOUILLE AU CODE D’ÉTHIQUE 
AINSI QU’À L’OBTENTION D’UNE VIGNETTE 

• QU’UN RÈGLEMENT SOIT ADOPTÉ ET EN VIGUEUR POUR L’ÉTÉ 2015 
 



the costs to implement the Lake Master Plan. This fall, meetings of the lake management group will address this issue, 
and a budget could be in place in 2015. 

 
She mentioned that 76 residents of LS live on Lac Quenouille, and there are vacant lots with access to the lake. This 
represents 40% of all residents on the lake. LS did pay its proportional share ($7,000) of the cost to produce the Lake 
Master Plan. 

 
The municipality’s priorities are to fix culverts and repair ditches. Inspection of the lake shore is also planned for this 
summer. IN terms of the Code of Ethics and the Boat Stickers, these will be distributed by VDL and the Association. 
The Master Plan and registration forms for the stickers will be available on the LS Web site. For 2015, the cost for the 
stickers will be the same for all 3 municipalities. 

 
In terms of disbursements for Lac Quenouille, she advised that we should expect a “regional” tax, since other 
residents of LS should not assume responsibility, based on the “user pays” principle. LS could also provide a zodiac 
boat. 

 
M. Galataud reiterated to the mayor that control of myriophylle a l’epis is THE PRIORITY for the APLQ. 

 
A member also indicated the importance of requesting authorization NOW so some action could be taken against 
MAE in summer 2015. 

 
Mr. Mackenzie (Ste-Agathe) suggested the importance of limiting nutrients (phosphates) to slow propogation of 
MAE. He felt it eas essential to limit access by migrant touring boats. 

 
10. Draft Regulations by VDL limiting certain boats on the lake (M-J Pepin Dubreuil) 
 

In relation to the motion passed by VDL council concerning possible prohibition of Hydrojet and Wake Boats on Lac 
Quenouille (26-April-2014 #1.4.8), it is noted that at present, there is no rule prohibiting such watercraft from the lake. 
Two VDL residents (incl Mme Pepin-Dubreuil) felt that those who already had such boats should be able to retain their 
right to use them, becvause their use is one reason tey chose to live on Lac Quenouille. They felt it was a major 
investment that they had made. They wanted to be “grandfathered” if such a rule is enacted. They promised to use their 
boats responsibly, respecting the environment, and would only use the “ballast” in their boats in the Baie Profond, and far 
from the shore. Another member felt that any such “privilege” should apply only to existing boats. 

 
The following motion was approved by a vote of 20 to 10, with 10 abstentions (2014-06-08-03): In response to the 
proposed regulation adopted by VDL April 26, 2014, it is proposed by Mme Marie-Josee Pepin-Dubreuil, seconded by 
Alain Brosseau, that present owners of Hydrojet or Wake Boats retain their right to own and use these boats on Lac 
Quenouille as long as they own property on the lake. 

 
11. Control of Myriophylle a l’Epis (MAE) (Daniel Charron) 
 

Mr. Charron, resident of VDL, with a home in Baie Charron, proposed that tangible measures be taken to control MAE 
before it is too late. Mme Ranger furthered this view, with proposal of a motion that was unanimously approved (2014-06-
08-04) (seconded by Daniel Charron): The Association should request that municipal officials implicate themselves 
seriously to limit circulation of all boats where MAE has propagated, and that the municipalities use their means to 
establish a well-planned communication plan to keep all lake users informed. 

 
Another motion proposed by Daniel Charron, seconded by Nicole ranger was also unanimously approved (2014-06-08-
05): A request should be made to VDL to place buoys in such a way as to prevent access to areas where MAE has 
propagated, to prevent its spread to other areas of the lake. 

 
Another motion in relation to MAE, proposed by Daniel Daniel Charron, seconded by Michel Guerin, as also approved 
unanimously (2014-06-08-06): A request should be made to the municipalities to formally request approval from the 
MDDEP to lay a geotextile canvass, as a pilot experiment, in May 2015. 

 
12. Association Web Site:   Pierre Tardivel indicated that all important documents related to ther lake are available on ther 

Associations Web site, including the Lake Master Plan and the Code of Ethics. 
 



13. Water Quality:   Benoit Huet presented the latest data showing that the water transparency, as well as levels of 
phosphates and chlorophylle have remained stable, which is good news. For details, see the following web sites: 

http://www.mddefp.gouv.qc.ca/eau/rsvl/2013/Quenouille%20Lac_104A_2013_pcp.pdf 
http://www.mddefp.gouv.qc.ca/eau/rsvl/2013/Quenouille%20Lac_104B_2013_tp.pdf 

 
14. Accountant / Auditor:   A motion by Lorraine Meunier, seconded by Louise Bouthillier, to do without an accountant or 

auditors, was approved unanimously. 
 
15. Financial statements (Lorraine Meunier):  The association has 71 active members. In review of expenses it was 

explained that in 2013 there was a deficit of $1,900 related to unplanned expenses for actions and activities related to 
MAE (purchase of buoys, transportation and installation, consultants’ fees, etc.), and for creation of the Web site. Current 
assets are around $4,000. Mr. Mackenzie (Ste-Agathe) expressed surprise that the Association did not have any insurance 
for its officers. 

 
A motion by Pierre Dandurand, seconded by M-J Pepin Dubreuil, to approve the financial statements, was unanimously 
approved. 

 
16. Association Priorities for 2014-15 Guy Charbonneau indicated that the major priority would be control of MAE in LQ. 
 
17. Miscellaneous Comments and Suggestions: 
 

One member wanted the Association to publish on its web site the Agendas and Resolutions of the municipalities that 
pertain to LQ. 
One member suggested that the Code of Ethics be posted on placards at strategic locations. 
One member suggested that a picture of MAE be posted on the Web site so people might better recognize it if seen. 
One member suggested that the municipalities include information from the association in their mail out of tax accounts. 
Attendees were reminded that there would be election of the Board at next year’s annual meeting, for a three year mandate 
(2015-18). 

 
18. Adjournment:  As proposed by Daniel Charron, seconded by Louise Bouthillier, the meeting was adjourned at 12:35 hrs. 
 

Note: Please see the original and official minutes in French for the various appendices mentioned in the minutes. 
 
 
 
 
 


